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Abstract. Determining the locations of the major snowlines in protostellar environments is
crucial to fully understand the planet formation process and its outcome. Despite being located
far enough from the central star to be spatially resolved with ALMA, the CO snowline remains
difficult to detect directly in protoplanetary disks. Instead, its location can be derived from N2H
+
emission, when chemical effects like photodissociation of CO and N2 are taken into account. The
water snowline is even harder to observe than that for CO, because in disks it is located only
a few AU from the protostar, and from the ground only the less abundant isotopologue H182 O
can be observed. Therefore, using an indirect chemical tracer, as done for CO, may be the best
way to locate the water snowline. A good candidate tracer is HCO+, which is expected to be
particularly abundant when its main destructor, H2O, is frozen out. Comparison of H
18
2 O and
H13CO+ emission toward the envelope of the Class 0 protostar IRAS2A shows that the emission
from both molecules is spatially anticorrelated, providing a proof of concept that H13CO+ can
indeed be used to trace the water snowline in systems where it cannot be imaged directly.
Keywords. stars: individual (TW Hydrae, NGC1333 IRAS2A), stars: formation, planetary
systems: protoplanetary disks, astrochemistry
1. Introduction
The formation of low-mass stars begins with the collapse of a dense core in a molec-
ular cloud. To conserve angular momentum, the infalling material forms a disk around
the protostar. Due to the ongoing accretion of material from the surrounding envelope
through the disk onto the star, together with the launching of an outflow, the envelope
dissipates over time. What remains is a pre-main sequence star surrounded by a proto-
planetary disk that contains the gas and dust from which a planetary system may be
forming. The composition of the planets is thus determined by the chemical structure of
the protostellar environment.
A key aspect of protostellar chemistry are snowlines. A snowline marks the midplane
radius at which a molecular species freezes out from the gas phase onto dust grains.
The location of a snowline depends both on the species-dependent sublimation tempera-
ture and the physical structure of the protostellar envelope or protoplanetary disk (e.g.,
temperature and density; see Fig. 1). The selective freeze out of major carbon or oxygen
carrying species at different snowlines causes the elemental C/O-ratio of the planet form-
ing material to vary with radial distance from the star (O¨berg et al. 2011; O¨berg & Bergin
2016). The bulk composition of planets may therefore be regulated by their formation
location with respect to the major snowlines (e.g., Madhusudhan et al. 2014; Walsh et
al. 2015; Eistrup et al. 2016). Moreover, the growth of dust particles, and thus the planet
formation efficiency is thought to be enhanced in these freeze-out zones, for example due
to the increase in solid density (e.g., Stevenson & Lunine 1988; Ros & Johansen 2013;
Schoonenberg & Ormel 2017). Snowlines thus play a crucial role in the formation and
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the major snowlines. Their relative positions are set by the
species-dependent freeze-out temperature, while the absolute positions depend on the physical
structure of each individual object. The CO and H2O snowlines discussed here are highlighted.
composition of planets. Determining their locations is therefore key to fully understand
the planet formation process and its outcome.
2. The CO snowline
Of the major snowlines, the CO snowline is particularly interesting because CO ice is
the starting point for the formation of many complex organic molecules (e.g., Herbst &
van Dishoeck 2009). In addition, due to the low sublimation temperature of CO (∼20 K),
the CO snowline is located relatively far away from the central star (10s–100 AU in
protoplanetary disks; see Fig. 1). Although we are now able to spatially resolve this
with ALMA, locating the CO snowline directly remains difficult. CO line emission is
generally optically thick and does not reveal the cold disk midplane. The logical step in
such situation would be to use optically thin isotopologues. However, even C18O does not
always offer a solution as is seen for TW Hya (Schwarz et al. 2016): the CO abundance
remains 1–2 orders of magnitude below the 10−4 ISM abundance far within the radius
where the CO snowline is expected based on the disk temperature. Furthermore, a recent
ALMA survey of all disks in the Lupus star forming region suggest that CO abundances
below the ISM abundance may be common (Ansdell et al. 2016; Miotello et al. 2017),
indicating that other processes than freeze-out may contribute to lowering the gas-phase
CO abundance. In contrast to C18O, the double isotopologue 13C18O has recently been
shown to reveal the snowline location in TW Hya (Zhang et al. 2017). However, the low
13C18O abundance restricts observations to the very few nearest and brightest disks.
An alternative approach is to use a molecule whose abundance is strongly affected by
the freeze-out of CO. One such molecule is DCO+, which forms via reaction of H2D
+
and CO. Based on these chemical considerations, DCO+ emission is expected to form a
ring inside the CO snowline, where the CO abundance is low enough to enhance H2D
+
formation, while there is still enough gaseous CO left to act as parent molecule for DCO+.
Mathews et al. (2013) indeed observed ring-shaped DCO+ emission toward HD 163296,
but the outer radius was later shown not to correspond exactly to the CO snowline (Qi
et al. 2015); probably because DCO+ can also form in warmer regions higher up in the
disk from CH2D
+ (Favre et al. 2015). ALMA observations of six protoplanetary disks by
Huang et al. (2017) corroborate that DCO+ emission, while still tracing relatively cold
gas, does not have a direct relation with the CO snowline in disks.
Another molecule suggested to trace the CO snowline is N2H
+. Formation of N2H
+
occurs through proton transfer from H+3 to N2,
N2 + H
+
3 → N2H+ + H2, (2.1)
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Figure 2. Generally assumed N2H
+ distribution in protoplanetary disks, i.e., between the CO
and N2 snow surfaces (left panel) and the N2H
+ distribution for TW Hya as predicted by our
simple chemical model (middle panel). A zoom in on the region around the snowlines is shown
in the right panel. The solid line indicates the CO snow surface and the dashed line the N2
snow surface. The crucial differences between the expectations and the model predictions are
the location of N2H
+ peak (at the CO snowline versus beyond the CO and N2 snowlines, resp.),
and the formation of N2H
+ above the CO snow surface in the model.
but is impeded when CO is present in the gas phase because CO competes with N2 for
reaction with H+3 ,
CO + H+3 → HCO+ + H2. (2.2)
In addition, reaction with gaseous CO is the dominant destruction route of N2H
+:
N2H
+ + CO→ HCO+ + N2. (2.3)
N2H
+ is therefore expected to be abundant only beyond the CO snowline, where CO
is depleted from the gas phase. A CO snowline location has indeed been derived from
N2H
+ emission for the disks around TW Hya and HD 163296 (Qi et al. 2013, 2015).
However, a simple chemical model incorporating the main reactions for N2H
+ (Eqs.
2.1–2.3) in addition to freeze out, thermal desorption and photodissociation of CO and
N2, combined with radiative transfer modeling, shows that the relationship between
N2H
+ and the CO snowline is more complicated (van ’t Hoff et al. 2017a). First, the
N2H
+ abundance peaks at temperatures slightly below the CO freeze-out temperature,
instead of directly at the CO snowline (see Fig. 2), as also found by Aikawa et al. (2015).
The snowline marks the radius where 50% of the CO is present in the gas phase and 50%
is frozen out. Apparently, this reduction in gaseous CO is not yet enough to diminish
the N2H
+ destruction. Second, N2H
+ can be formed higher up in the disk, above the
layer where CO is frozen out, due to a small difference in the photodissociation rates for
CO and N2 (see Fig. 2). The slightly higher rate for CO creates another region where
N2 is still present in the gas phase, while CO is not. This “surface” layer of N2H
+ can
contribute significantly to the emission, shifting the N2H
+ emission peak to larger radii,
away from the CO snowline. N2H
+ emission alone then merely provides an upper limit
for the snowline location.
Applying our modeling approach to the TW Hya disk, using the physical model from
Kama et al. (2016), we derive a CO snowline location of ∼18 AU, instead of the ∼30 AU
suggested by Qi et al. (2013). The latter authors fitted a radial N2H
+ column density
profile to the emission with a steep rise at the CO snowline. Our outcome is consistent
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Figure 3. Temperature profile for the NGC1333 IRAS2A envelope from Kristensen et al. (2012)
(bottom panel), and the corresponding H2O (thin solid line), CO (dashed line) and HCO
+ (thick
solid line) abundances predicted by the three-phase astrochemical model GRAINOBLE (top
panel). The vertical dotted lines mark the H2O and CO snowlines around 100 K and 20 K, resp.
with the results from Schwarz et al. (2016) based on multiple 13CO and C18O lines, and
the 13C18O analysis by Zhang et al. (2017). Deriving the CO snowline location from
N2H
+ emission is thus not as straightforward as was generally assumed, but, given a
good physical model for the target disk, the location can be determined using simple
chemistry in combination with radiative transfer modeling.
3. The H2O snowline
The most important snowline is the water snowline, since the bulk of the oxygen budget
and ice mass is in water ice. Unfortunately, this snowline is even more difficult to observe
than that for CO. Because of the large binding energy of H2O, water sublimates off the
grains only at temperatures above ∼100 K. This means that the snowline is located a
few AU from the star in protoplanetary disks, that is, ∼0.01′′ in the nearest star-forming
region Taurus. High angular resolution is thus required to observe it. Furthermore, except
for the H2O line at 183 GHz, the only thermal water lines observable from the ground
are those from the less abundant isotopologue H182 O. As such, even ALMA will have
great difficulty to detect the water snowline in protoplanetary disks. Cold water lines
(<100 K) have been detected from space toward TW Hya with Herschel (Hogerheijde et
al. 2011), but the Herschel beam is too large to resolve the snowline. So far, only for the
disk around V883 Ori a snowline location has been reported, but this was inferred from
a steep drop in the dust optical depth (Cieza et al. 2016).
The best way to locate the water snowline may therefore be by applying the same
strategy as done for CO, that is, using a chemical tracer. The best candidate to trace the
water snowline is HCO+, because gaseous H2O is its most abundant destroyer (Phillips
et al. 1992; Bergin et al. 1998). A strong decline in HCO+ abundance is thus expected
when H2O desorbs from the dust grains. This is corroborated by the results from chemical
models. Figure 3 shows the outcome of the three-phase astrochemical code GRAINOBLE
(Taquet et al. 2014) for the 1D temperature and density structure of the envelope around
NGC1333 IRAS2A (Kristensen et al. 2012). Three-phase models consider reactions for
gas-phase species, reactions for species on the ice surface, and reactions for bulk ice
species. As expected, the HCO+ and H2O abundances show a strong anticorrelation.
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Figure 4. Integrated continuum subtracted intensity map for the H13CO+ J = 3− 2 transition
(grey scale) toward IRAS2A with the H182 O 31,3−22,0 transition overlaid in contours (left panel).
The H182 O contours are shown at 8.2 (1σ) × [3, 15, 35] mJy beam−1 km s−1. The position of the
continuum peak is marked by a white cross and the outflow axes by arrows. Both observations
have a similar beam size (depicted in the lower left corner). The right panel shows the integrated
intensities for H13CO+ (thick solid line), H182 O (thin solid line) and the continuum (dashed line)
along the dashed line, normalized to their maximum value.
Hints of this anticorrelation are seen in observations towards the protostar IRAS 15398-
3359, which show ring-shaped H13CO+ emission surrounding CH3OH emission, another
grain-surface molecule with a similar snowline location as water (Jørgensen et al. 2013).
The non-detection of the high excitation H182 O 41,4 − 32,1 line prevented unambigious
confirmation, but the detected HDO emission, although more complex, is consistent
with the H2O-HCO
+ anticorrelation scenario (Bjerkeli et al. 2016).
Protostellar envelopes, like IRAS 15398-3359, are the best sources to establish whether
HCO+ is a good snowline tracer: the water snowline is located further away from the star
than in disks (10s–100s AU rather than a few AU; Harsono et al. 2015; Cieza et al. 2016),
and compact warm water has already been observed toward four sources (Jørgensen &
van Dishoeck 2010; Persson et al. 2012, 2013; Taquet et al. 2013). The only thing lacking
are thus HCO+ observations. We have therefore observed the optically thin isotopologue
H13CO+ toward the Class 0 protostar NGC1333 IRAS2A using NOEMA (van ’t Hoff et
al. 2017b). Comparison with the H182 O emission presented by Persson et al. (2012) shows
that while H182 O peaks on source, H
13CO+ has its emission peak ∼ 2′′ off source (see
Fig. 4). As a first analysis, we performed a 1D radiative transfer calculation with Ratran
(Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000), using the 1D temperature and density structure
derived by Kristensen et al. (2012) from DUSTY modeling (Ivezic´ & Elitzur 1997) of the
continuum emission. A simple parametrized abundance profile for H13CO+ with sharp
decreases inside the H2O snowline and outside the CO snowline, as predicted by a full
chemical model, can reproduce the observed location of the emission peak (see Fig. 5).
The H13CO+ abundance drops outside the CO snowline because its parent molecule,
CO, is frozen out. The temperature, however, has to be increased by a factor of ∼2
to reproduce the observed peak location with a drop in H13CO+ at 100 K. A constant
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Figure 5. Different H13CO+ abundance profiles (left panel) and the resulting simulated inte-
grated emission along the northeastern part of the radial cut shown in Fig. 4 (right panels). The
vertical dotted lines in the left panel mark the H2O and CO snowlines around 100 K and 20 K,
resp. The observed H13CO+ emission is shown with the thick solid lines in the right panels.
H13CO+ abundance at all radii, on the other hand, produces emission peaking on source,
unlike observed. These results suggest that water and HCO+ are indeed anticorrelated,
and provide a proof of concept that the optically thin isotopologue H13CO+ can be used
to trace the water snowline.
4. Summary and outlook
Due to its close proximity to the central star and the fact that only the less abundant
isotopologue H182 O can be observed from the ground, both high angular resolution and
high sensitivity are required to observe the water snowline. Chemical imaging may there-
fore be the only way to locate this snowline in protoplanetary disks. This approach has
proven useful for the CO snowline, although simple chemical considerations have to be
taken into account when deriving the CO freeze-out radius from N2H
+ emission. The best
candidate to image the water snowline is HCO+, because its main destructor is gaseous
H2O. The first observations of both H
13CO+ and H182 O toward the protostellar envelope
of NGC1333 IRAS2A show that these molecules are indeed spatially anti-correlated. This
suggest that H13CO+ may be used as a tracer of the water snowline in protoplanetary
disks.
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